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I am the founder of Tech Toogle where I write a few words aimed at igniting knowledge of technologyAs we rise in technology, cyber threats increase as well. To ensure your security and privacy, you need to understand the latest cyber threats. That's why we're here. This blog will help you understand the various threats that you may
encounter in 2020. So you need to read the entire blog to be safe and secure from all cyber threats. But first we need to understand the concept of Cyber. Cyber usually means the virtual connection between computer and computer network. Now let's look at the list of top threats that you should consider before doing each cyber activity.1.
Ransomeware ThreatRansomeware attacks are the most common threat used by many attackers. This attack takes a monstrous form by implementing new ways of working. One such is the pyramid Scheme.In pyramid scheme, the victim is under the force of dividing the virus to his other contacts. To escape the attack on himself, the
victim must share it with other users causing the spread of this threat. However, this does not ensure your safety. Many reports show of 33% of users who faced ransomware attacks in 2019 were promised full data recovery. And as expected, they have not received it until now.2. Transitioning to CloudA's google technology is increasing,
most of the work done online now. That means our data is stored on online servers. These servers are known as clouds, and the whole process is known as cloud computing. Now there are several companies that offer servers at different prices. Sometimes users go for cheap services and choose poorly protected servers. It results in a
colossal blunder. But according to reports from Gartner, most cloud companies are safe now in 2020. That means that if there is a cyber attack, it may be the user's fault. Therefore, DevOps must also work consistently to ensure that container components do not have vulnerabilities.3. Slowly shifting to artificial intelligence During the Brexit
referendum and the 2016 US election, the damage potential of AI technology was revealed by fake news that quickly spread across the Internet using AI. That means artificial intelligence is still in development and is not completely safe to use.Organizations should start using AI to detect and speed up their response to eradicate cyber-
attacks.4. Targets other than data theftCybeam - Attacks are not the only priority of attackers. They can also manipulate your data. This motive for attackers can lead to defamation of a company's reputation. This error information generated can also increase developer workload. Moreover, it will damage the user experience that causes
them to face many errors.5. IoT's New VulnerabilitiesIoT stands for the Internet of Things. Now this term is not known to many users. So let's explain it to you. IoT generally means your devices to send and receive the data. It is most vulnerable as our Android devices are not so secure. Now for a little while, let's into what you can do to
prevent yourself and your business. Companies should implement information management skills across all levels of information, especially in event surveys. Although AI will take on most of these activities, the continued deficit of cybersecurity skills makes this a real problem for many small businesses. The best choice is usually to work
with an IT support company that can offer the right skills. Let's get back to reading about other significant cyber threats in 2020.6. Automatic updates in MalwareThis update is generally known as a useful feature. But it could prove to be a disadvantage. With several applications set to automatic updating, it's no wonder hackers are now
trying to take advantage of this process into a cyber attack on their computers. A known example showing how dangerous update malware is In March 2019, hackers infiltrated the Asus Live Update platform for the delivery of malware from taiwanese software service. We can expect that these advanced threats will affect some high-profile
applications by 2020. Therefore, there is a recommendation that you should not put malware to auto-update.7. New companies are always at riskAs most of the companies hire or have an IT company. The new startups or small businesses are at higher risk, as it is easy for attackers to attack and harm them. Many reports prove this. A
2020 report by cybersecurity insiders found that 70 percent of the organizations surveyed said insider attacks are becoming more frequent. Similarly, the Ponemon Institute for ObserveIT and IBM's 2020 Cost of Insider Threats report found that the number of incidents has increased by 47 percent in the past two years. In addition, the cost
of these accidents increased by 31 per cent in the same period. ConclusionNow, as we have looked at the various risks in the cyber world. It's time to see what you can do and be a warrior in the world of cyber threats. The best way to address the cybersecurity threat is to work with a professional and reliable IT support partner, get the
right procedures for successful daily maintenance, and spend time understanding your organization's real and evolving risks. It won't help you to be sure, but also improve the profits that you will be able to work with sales and management with more focus and no worries about anyone attacking you. A cyber security degree places you on
the path to a career in a growing field. Cybersecurity experts are in high demand as private companies, government agencies, financial firms, and a wide range of other institutions work to stay ahead of would-be hackers, cyber terrorists, and other cybercriminals. With a degree in you will be qualified to help help identify security issues,
make security improvements, and ensure legal compliance. Your degree level and certifications you pursue can have a direct impact on your professional development opportunities and greater earning potential. A cyber security degree teaches the knowledge and skills required to work as a cyber security professional. Many cybersecurity
programs overlap with computer science and engineering programs. Other cybersecurity degrees may include specializations such as cybercrime, fraud investigation, organizational risk and digital forensics. Most programs also include coding courses, where you learn how to use your coding skills to prevent, solve and prosecute digital
crimes. Accreditation is the process by which colleges and universities are evaluated and validated. Colleges and universities that have earned accreditation have met the standards set by accreditation organizations. These organizations consist of faculty from various accredited colleges and universities. Legitimate regional and national
accreditation organizations are recognized by the U.S. Department of Education (ED). Typically, the Council on Higher Education accreditation (CHEA) recognizes the same institutions, although CHEA recognition is not mandatory. A college or university must be accredited by an Institute of Education-recognized accreditor for students to
receive federal financial aid. For a detailed look at the differences between regional and national accreditation, check out What Do I Need to Know About College Accreditation? What is regional accreditation? Regional accreditation is the signifier of quality education; This includes the currency of the curriculum, credentials for teachers,
and credibility of degrees. Regional accreditation agencies accredit only institutions in their geographic area. The six regional accreditation agencies To determine whether a college or university on your list is regionally accredited, check the Department of Education's database of postsecondary institutions and programs. What is national
accreditation? National accreditation is often perceived as a less stringent standard than regional accreditation and is controlled by educational accreditation agencies that are not limited by region or geography. This means that such an agency can provide accreditation to any college or university in the United States that meets the
criteria. National accreditation is common among business schools, religious schools and for-profit colleges. Most regionally accredited colleges do not accept or recognize credits or degrees earned from colleges that lack regional accreditation. However, national accreditation can be a useful indicator of quality for students pursuing
vocational training, competence-based education or other educational models operating under a To learn more National accreditation, check out Understanding national accreditation. If you need help navigating the for-profit sector safely, see the guide to for-profit colleges: What you need to know. What is programmatic accreditation?
Programmatic accreditation confirms that an institution's program, department, or college has met the standards of the programmatic accreditation agency. While programmatic accreditation agencies often have national jurisdiction, programmatic accreditation is not institutional national accreditation. In fact, programmatic accreditation
often coexists with regional accreditation. In some disciplines, a degree of programmatic accreditation may even be required to earn a license or participate in professional practice. When it comes to cybersecurity, there are several programmatic accreditation organizations of the note: The easiest way to determine accreditation status is to
contact your chosen school, or visit the website of any of the above accreditation agencies. Each provides a searchable database of accredited institutions and grad programs. You can also look at the Department of Education's database of all reputable accreditors in its purview. To learn a little more about navigating the tricky
accreditation landscape, check out Accreditation of colleges and universities: Who accredites the accreditation accreditors? An associated degree in cybersecurity will prepare you for an entry-level career in the field. An associated degree can also be a great place to start if you plan to move on to a four-year degree program, saving you
time and money on core and introductory courses. Most affiliated programs require 60 credit hours and take around two years to complete. Cybersecurity is an umbrella term for a variety of related degrees and positions, including network security, information security and information security. When considering an associate degree
program, be sure to look at the school's website to determine the specific requirements and focus of a given program. Computer Forensics Cyber Information Security Data Security Awareness Ethical Hacking Introduction to Computer Science Networks Most cyber security programs will be associated with science (AS) degrees, and will
have a core focus on mathematics and science, as well as the data and network security courses you take. An employee of the art (AA) degree program includes courses in the subject area, as well as the core curriculum in the arts and humanities. To get started, check out these online program rankings: The Best Online Associate in
Network Security Programs A bachelor in cybersecurity is the degree that most professionals earn before entering the field. Like associated degrees in cybersecurity, these programs may have varying names and small differences in focus, including security and risk analysis, cybercrime, technology and network security. Bachelor's degree
programs typically require between 90-120 credit hours and typically require at least four years to complete. If you're looking for a flexible way to earn a bachelor's degree, an online cyber security degree may be the right fit. Depending on your education and career goals, a bachelor's degree in cybersecurity or a related field will prepare
you for many jobs in prevention, detection, and prosecution of cybercrime. Cybersecurity Fundamentals Decision Theory and Analysis Information Assurance Introduction to cybersecurity operating systems Threat of terrorism and crime Most programs in cybersecurity will be bachelor of science (BS) degree programs, and will include
STEM core courses with an emphasis on mathematics and science along with the basic cyber security curriculum. A bachelor's programme (BA) can focus on the same overall subject, with more weight and necessary courses in the arts and humanities. To get started, check out these online program rankings: The 25 Best Online
Bachelor's in Cybercrime Programs The 25 Best Online Bachelor's in Network Security Programs A master's degree in cybersecurity is an excellent next step on your educational path and will qualify you for more advanced positions and higher earnings. As with the other ranks on this list, master programs in the cybersecurity field can
concentrate on cybercrime, network security, digital forensics or information management. Most master's degree programs in cyber security require 30-36 credit hours and take around two years to complete. If you're already working in the field and hoping to advance your career or update your knowledge, an online master's degree in
cybersecurity can fit well. Computer Network Security Database Security Information Security Management Microcomputing Technology Risk Management in Information Security Secure Programming As with associate and bachelor's degree programs in cybersecurity, most master's degrees will be master of science (MS) programs
instead of master of arts (MA) degree programs. MS programs emphasize science, while MA programs include emphasis in the arts and humanities. To get started, check out these online program rankings: The 10 Best Online Masters in Internet Security Programs The 24 Best Online Master's in Network Security Programs The 50 Best
Online Master's in Cybercrime Programs A Doctorate in Cybersecurity is the most advanced degree available in the field. If you are interested in a doctoral program in cybersecurity, you face a choice between Ph.D. D.Sc. degree programs. Most doctoral programs consist of 50-67 credit hours and take five to seven years to complete.
Doctoral programmes in cybersecurity include courses in networking, security and forensic medicine, as well as for hand-on research experience and more direct focus on your intended areas of specialization. Computer Forensics Computer Security Cryptography Global Cybersecurity Managing Cybersecurity Risk Technology Leadership
A Ph.D. in cyber security will focus on research and prepare you for a career as a university professor or researcher. The D.Sc. is also a prestigious degree, but with more focus on working in the professional sector as an advanced cybersecurity professional. To get started, check out these online program rankings: The best computer
science programs in the world today For cyber security professionals, it's not a license or certification that you need to get. However, there are several certifications and credentials that can help you stand out as a reliable and experienced professional. Depending on the career path you choose, one or more of the following options may be
worth pursuing as you advance your career in cyber and network security. CompTIA Security+ CompTIA Security+ is a global cybersecurity certification that covers practical skills and provides a springboard to medium-sized cybersecurity jobs. GIAC Security Essentials GIAC Security Essentials (GSEC) certification is another entry-level
certification that allows you to demonstrate both your understanding of information security technology and concepts, as well as practical technical expertise Certified Ethical Hacker The Certified Ethical Hacker (CEH) credentials offered by the International Council of Electronic Commerce Consultants and serve to recognize that you meet
or exceed the standards of ethical hacking. Certified Information Security Manager (CISM) is provided by ISACA (formerly information systems audit and control association) and is proving to increase earnings and career development for IT professionals who manage, develop and oversee information security systems. If you're
wondering, what can I do with a cyber security degree? there are many options. Your cyber security degree can be the key to many challenging and exciting computer and information technology careers. For more information, take a look at some of these top cybersecurity jobs: Your cybersecurity degree could open the door to a career in
computer, networking, and information security. If you are curious about cyber security pay you may be able to learn, read on. Bureau of Labor Statistics provides median annual payroll information as of 2018 for these top cyber security degree jobs: Career Median Salary Computer Support Specialists $53,470 Web Developers $69,430
Network and Computer Systems Administrators $82.0 50 Computer Programmers $84,280 Computer Systems Analysts $88,740 Database Administrators $90,070 Information Security Analysts $98,350 Software Developers $105,590 Network Architects $109,020 Computer and Information Research Scientists $118,370 Source: Bureau
of Labor Statistics Professional associations are a fantastic way to make connections in your field, learn about valuable seminars or certifications, and improve your own credentials. The association or associations you choose to join will depend on a degree of career path you take. Look for cybersecurity associations that match your
academic or professional concentration. Last Updated: 04 October 2019 2019
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